
 

OMNITRONIC NANO Stereo-headphones black
PRO top-class stereo-headphones

Art. No.: 1400039Y
GTIN: 4026397304510

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397304510

Weight: 0,40 kg

Length: 0.26 m

Width: 0.20 m

Heigth: 0.09 m

Description:

A unique delight for your ears!
To take true pleasure in the music, that is saved on an MP3 player, you should by any means,
think of the proper headphones. It is no secret, that supplied headphones often can not reach
high standard performances. The OMNITRONIC Nano Stereo Headphones do not only
convince with their first class sound quality and their cheap price, they also offer the possibility
of a wireless connection between player and phones. This is really unique on the market. The
Headphones, available in white or black, are suited for the first and second generation of the
iPod nano. Simply stick it into the designated holder and you can enjoy your music or audio
book, immediately; just free your music. Of course, the phones can be used the "common" way
with the also delivered cable, but once you have met the phones` strong points, you will forgo
the cable by your own choice.

Features:

- For Ipod® Nano® first and second generation
- Optimal wearer-comfort due to cablefree use
- Simply insert the MP3-player into the holder, plug in - ready!
- Exquisit design
- With 40-mm-driver for excellent sound
- Large swivel and rotate angle
- Foldable earpieces for easy storage
- High-quality leather bag for safe transportation
- Closed air, dynamic stereo-headphones
- Excellent sound-features with powerful bass, transparent mid-range and brilliant treble
- Distortion-free playback also at a high volume
- Well-padded, adjustable harness
- Oversized earpieces for screening undesired noise
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- Automatic earpiece-adjustment due to double-joint
- 3.5 mm stereo-cable for connecting to a hifi-set
- Jack adapter from 6.3 mm to 3.5 mm included in the delivery

Technical specifications:

Frequency range: 20 - 20000 Hz

Impedance: 32 ohms

Sensitivity: 108 dB

Cable length: 350 cm

Connection: 3.5 mm stereo jack plug
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